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pohen sterility and fertility behave as a pair of char“
acters in the eweet pea and the vehret bean shouid
in itself be sufficient to give pauee to those whe would
like to regard bad pollen as a proof of hybridity.
The theory 0f mutation equaliy requires the occurrence
(3f 21 {tertain propertion ef defective germ cells.
The Hagedeorrts, in theh' recent book en “The

Reiative "Value of the Processes Causing Evoiution,”
also support the idea of the origin of species by emesm
ing, but are obliged to admit that loss mutations must
occur, theugh why they should confine themselves to
loss mutations is not clear. It will he necessary'to
brirsg same more convincing argument in support of
hybridisation as a constructive evolutiertary factor
before it is likely to receive much serious eonsidera»
fion from biologists“

Tina ‘Wemm OF THE ARTECLE.

A Syetem ef Spaeeofime cenardinates.

'1‘H13 common instruments of measurement proposed
in theery and employed in practice for the cmox’dina-
tiem of physical events consist of rigid. bars and
ehmks. The limitations of such methods are obvious.
The erection of a rigid bar fer the direct determina-
titm 0f the distance at the moon. from the earth 125
ineoneeivable from a practicai point of View, while
it is a grass absurdity t9 speak 0f the measurement
of molecular distances by means 01‘, rigid bodies.
There is Gnly one type of connectingulink acrnss space
ssuitahie for comor'dihation of events, namefiy,‘ the light-
fay. I here define a system of spacetime co—
ordinates which involve only one metrical quantity,
the Vibration period of an atom.
Let there he a vibrating atom at A emitting light

rays. The lime at A is read from the atom “there
Let P'be any other particle, which Sends hack in-
stantameously to A the Eightumys arriving from A.
Let a ray start from A at time fend return to A at
time i”. 'é' an event occut's at P at the instant ef the.
arrival of the said ray, we shall define two 'ef the cf»
ordinates 0f the event as

 

the expressions in italics being defined by these state.
ments.

Let B and C be two pariiclee such that x, is cert»
Stan? with reseect t0 time for each at them“ Let a
lightxay be emitted from B and return to B after
refiectien frchn C The departure from B and return
to B of this my are two events at B, and we have
already defined the time 01‘ events; (accurring at B.
Let the my leave 8 at time :x’4 and return to B at
time 95:14, Let C be so situated that (x”4—a:’4) is con-
stant for all sum: ‘

A, B. and. C constitute the frame of co—erdinates.
For sake. of example, we mzw ebserve that three of
the wrners of a rigid rectangular block at rest in a

  

terrestriai laboratory satisfy the conditions impesed
(m A. E, and C‘ so far as our experimentai accuracy
can ascertain; whether they weuld continue to do 50
if the block was rapidly revolved about an axis is a
matter for experiment t0 decide.
we have nex' twee particles. A, B, and C, and

from our definitions we. can write down the time Of
an‘event occurring at any- Of the three. Let any event
P Occura Let it coincide with the arrive”; 0f a iightu
mv from A 'which heft A at t'A and returns; to A at 5",;
and with the arrival of :1 rev from B which left B a
t'a and returns to B at 15”,}. and 21150 with the arrival a

a my from C which left (I at Z’c and returns to C at
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j’}. We define the four cwerdmates of the event: P
by the equations :—

   
334: ,4!) + t’A).

it is to be Gbserved that this co—erdinate system,
althOugh from the method 0f definiticm applicable‘to
the most general gravitatiena‘i fields, wilt, in the
absence of such fields, give the same values for the
couordinates of an event as those obtained by rigid
body measurements from three paints of a rigid bedy
and by a system of docks. }. L. SYNGE.
Department of Mathematics, University Of

Toronto, Toronto; Canada, September 18.,

Aeroptaee Phetagrephy for Mehaeeiagyt

PHOTOGRAPHS from an aeroplane taken on a clear
afternoon a Iittle before sum :t weuhi give gosd records
of ancient British and Roman camps: “casstles,” vii;

Iages, rings? packntracks, harrmvs, ditches, and other
earthworks, and, as in such photographs taken in
Mesepotamia, would probably reveafi details that can—
not be distinguished by inspection on the ground.
Photographs might yiehi almost as much ihformetien
as the moclels in the Pitt Rivers Museum at Famham,
which were made from 1ahorieus.c0ntour surveying.
There are hunfireés of such earthworks 0n Saiisbury

Plain, and many of them are, no doubt, reiated'te
Stimehertge and to Avebury. The stereascopic 310m-

bination of two successive photographs might diedose
these parts of the banks and fiitches Which are nearly
Obiiterated by the viliage of Aveburyu General misdeh
ling is wanted rather than fine details, Perhaps such
Work might be done by learners. ,

A. P. TSZOT’E'ER.
Greystones, fefiont, Salisbury, 'Oetcber 12.

Gesmie Frieticn; A Query.

‘erme with proper deference, I would ask astro»

rmmers whether it is not feasible to consider that the
sotar system may .occasionahy journey through a
region of space occupied by exeeedingly difi‘use
matter? Under such conditions; the exceptional ap—
pearance of a large metemite Outside the earth’s;
atmosphere might be possible; and Isome minute
shortening of the period Of a quickly t’evoivihg satelm
kite, like the moon, might shew itself by a eumutative

advance of pesition. Centrariwise, if ever (say
between I865 and 187:) we passed through regions
altogether free from even such evanescent friction, a
readily affected. comet, like Ehcke's, might [emu
porarih’ recmrer fmm its usual perturbation.

OLIVER LODGE.

Mueeuter Piezeaefieetricifiy?

THERE is a remarkable simfiarity between the struc-
ture of ‘5 ese organs of electric eels which are
generally held to be the source 0f their “shocks ”
and, the structure of certain artifi .ial'iy grewn crystals
exhibiting the pieZQ-eiectrfic property. Es; it pessihle
that there is a connection between the two, and that
these (2. satures d0 produce piezo—electricity by the com
traction of these organs? I should he-interested to
know if am? of your readers have found any cen-
necthm between these twn phenomena.

E. VVREOTI—EEES‘L.EY Russem.
Trinity Celiege, Cambridge, Octeber m.
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